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National Geographic Society. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Lost History: The
Enduring Legacy of Muslim Scientists, Thinkers and Artists, Michael Morgan, Early Muslim culture
set the foundation for the Rennaissance of Europe and for nearly every aspect of the modern world.
In this age of conflict, "Lost History" provides a vital look at the Muslim world and its deep
connection to all cultures. Unlike many histories, which address the noted Arab Golden Age of
Baghdad, Persia, and Muslim Spain from 632 to 1258 AD and the fall of Baghdad, "Lost History"
reveals the many 'golden ages' of Muslim thought, from Shiite Iran to Mughal India, to the 18th
century. Engaging chapters introduce a contemporary accountant, obstetrician, civil engineer, or
astrophysicist, all whose work is linked to early Muslim advancements.Artful flashbacks render
page-turning accounts of such luminaries as Al Ma'mun, who founded Baghdad's international
House of Wisdom from which came foundations for modern math, astronomy, chemistry,
medicine, and literature; Al Khwarizmi, often considered the Father of Algebra, whose invention of
algorithms makes possible cell phones today; revered Arab philospher Al Kindi, who wrote, 'nothing
should be dearer to the seeker of truth than the truth itself;' Astronomer Al Manon, for...
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Reviews
This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt
This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber Thiel
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